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Introduction
“Oh no, not

I, I will survive!”

Gloria Gaynor, I will survive.

This Survival Toolkit will ensure science education projects results
reach teachers and other science education stakeholders.
This is a practical guide based on the results of a survey and several discussion events with the main
target groups active in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) education. The objective
is to arm project managers and science communicators with weapons to survive the dissemination
and exploitation challenges of science education projects.
From 2011 to 2013, science teachers, science education project managers, science communicators
and policymakers were consulted on how new project results on STEM education can reach teachers
and other stakeholders more efficiently. The DESIRE team invited STEM education professionals to
tell about their experience to access and communicate tools and methods from national and European
projects. The stakeholders’ experiences were collected and analysed and best dissemination practices
for spreading out and exploit outcomes from STEM education project were identified.
This Survival Toolkit gives an overview on how to reach science teachers, policy makers, project
managers and science communicators in general with your messages from European and national
funded STEM education projects.

This Survival Toolkit will help you awake your
stakeholders’ interest in your STEM project
results and facilitate their use.
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Context Overview
“I get these strange strange desires”
The Rolling Stones, Terrifying.

There are multiple funded projects in science education around
Europe each year.
Most of them have the potential to change existing teaching and learning practices but their impact is
sometimes low and the outcomes are often not used as expected. Thus, educational policy-making
continues placing emphasis on the dissemination and exploitation of project outcomes as a
mechanism for quality improvement in education. This was the main focus of the DESIRE project
which is intended to analyse possible obstacles and facilitators to promote a more effective model of
dissemination of science education projects’ outcomes, preventing them becoming ‘sticky’ to the origin
context or rapidly lost.

What, how and to who do STEM education projects normally
disseminate?
Before entering the heart of the subject, here are some details on how the DESIRE Survival Toolkit
was developed and how it should be used. Let’s start with some definition of terms. In project
management terms, dissemination is a strategic process where results of a project are made
available, understandable and usable by the potential users
In this Survival Toolkit we distinguish three forms of dissemination: paper-based strategies, webbased strategies and face-to-face strategies. The questionnaires and discussion events that
enabled to collect the data presented in this Survival Toolkit mainly discussed around these three
types of dissemination. More details are presented in the next table.
Who
disseminates?

What is disseminated?

Project managers

Teaching,
learning
assessment materials

How
are
the
disseminated?

Communication
experts / teams

To who are results
disseminated?

and

Teacher education materials
Researchers

results

Guidelines
or
recommendations of good
practices
Theoretical contributions or
review of already existing
literature

Text-based
channels
(e.g.
flyers,
brochures,
leaflets,
policy briefs, written materials,
articles)

Web-based channels (e.g. online social networking, portals,
websites, videos, emailing)

Teachers

Science
communicators,
science centres and
museums

Policy makers
Teacher trainers

Findings
from
research studies

empirical

Repository of resources
Intermediary
agents

Established
people

networks

of

Face-to-face strategies (e.g.
events, conference, workshop,
seminar,
communities
of
practice)

Project managers
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Who were the stakeholders consulted for the production of the
DESIRE Survival Toolkit?
The DESIRE project organised data collection from four stakeholders groups, namely:
Project managers, are defined as coordinators, managers and researchers of finished or ongoing
European and national funded projects that produce and, in some cases, research about methods
and/or materials to improve science education.
Science communicators are communication experts involved in disseminating science more broadly,
both as science event managers and as science communicators in centres and museums.
Policy Makers are politicians or STEM experts that are involved in the decision making processes in
the education systems of Europe.
Teachers are primary and secondary school teachers who are actively teaching Science and Maths in
different European school systems.

When and how is this toolkit useful?
DESIRE Survival Toolkit gives you information on how to plan,
implement and evaluate dissemination and exploitation strategies.
The objective is to give you the tools to contribute to improve
science education as STEM stakeholder.
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About half of the most engaged and active Science teachers in
Europe that have participated in European or national research
projects feel that they do not receive enough information
about the outcomes from European and national science
education projects.
Likewise science teachers who do not usually participate in
funded projects receive much less information from projects’
outcomes or do not receive any information at all, since they
have neither direct network nor direct connections to research
or innovation projects.
Similarly, around two third of project managers consider that
they do not receive much information about the outcomes
from European, international or national projects. The
remaining third consider they receive sufficient information or
that it should be possible for everyone with Internet to find (or
decide to receive) as much information as needed but often
information is not easily accessible.
More than half of policy makers also have the perception that
they do not receive enough information of European projects’
outcomes.

Chapter 1.

Dissemination
“I long to reach for you in the night”
Bob Dylan, Lay Lady lay.

Managers of STEM education projects produce
knowledge and tools to improve science education.

evidence,

Dissemination of results is most of the time a contractual obligation for research initiatives supported
by the European Union or national institutions.
Concretely, transferring information to teachers, politicians and other stakeholders involved in
education can be a slow and sometimes difficult process. Planning an effective dissemination strategy
and knowing your stakeholders habits and preferences to access information will give you a great
advantage. This chapter will help you structure your dissemination strategy.
We looking at where and when the information should be disseminated but also at the content of your
communication and the way to get your message out to your target audience. The first section is
dedicated to the dissemination to teachers, the second tackles the communication to policy makers
and the last one the reach-out to project managers.
In each section we propose to look at the best practices to better plan a dissemination strategy, we
analyse the channels existing and the better way to use them and finally we propose some best
practices in terms of outreach models.
The formulation of your dissemination strategy has a crucial role within a project and has to be
reviewed regularly as the results emerge with the progress of the project. This will help you reach your
dissemination objectives and eventually contribute to changes in attitude or practices and the upgrade
of teachers’ skills. We recommend you plan well at proposal stage to ensure sufficient allocated tasks,
budget and time to your dissemination strategy.
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Reaching Teachers

I.

REACHING TEACHERS

In this section we propose advices and recommendations to communicate the results of your projects
to teachers on different aspects: identifying the targeted teachers, defining how you communicate to
them and designing carefully the timeline of dissemination.

I.1 Getting to know your target
The role of a teacher may vary among cultures and their professional duties may extend beyond
formal teaching. In some cases it can be relevant to widen or narrowing the definition of the targeted
teachers. Targeting young teachers gives you the advantage of reaching teachers without deeply
rooted habits with the capacity to learning new methods fast. On the other hand, teachers with more
stable positions often have a better overview, experience and time to concentrate on your results and
they might be good at giving substantial feedback. Do not forget that teachers can also be reached
through science centres and museums: these institutions usually have their networks of teachers, and
offer teacher training.
Teachers involved in innovative STEM initiatives are often the same experienced and motivated
teachers across projects. One of the solution is to get these exemplary teachers to engage their
colleagues. However, teachers often have difficulties to involve colleagues even if the added value for
them to work in collaboration with their co-workers is undeniable. To help teachers involving their
colleagues, it is essential to consider the key role of headmasters in supporting teachers to participate
in projects in their effort. The back-up from their headmaster will give a professional and social
recognition to their work involvement in your project and reward their effort to keep updated on your
results

.
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Reaching Teachers

I.2 How to communicate to teachers?
a. Start building a successful dissemination strategy
We recommend you

Why?

See what they think!

Teachers benefit from your communication
skills and experience, and you benefit from
their knowledge of the field
You ensure the results are oriented toward
teachers’ needs, your learn teachers’
constraints (classroom situation, the school
structure or the curricula).
Teachers think and speak like teachers: your
projects results will communicated in a
comprehensive way and contribute to the
exploitation of your results.

“The productions [from participating
teachers in a project] can be shown
in exhibitions. Then some teachers
can think: they made it; it's possible
so I can make it too!"

Make teachers actors
of the dissemination,
involve local institution,
and use a
decentralised model

By having teachers reaching out to other
teachers with your projects’ outcomes you
reach local levels more effectively: teachers
often know and have access to local
communication channels and communities for
teachers.

“About
the
dissemination,
we
organize every year the ‘Let's do
physics day’ in which we invite the
primary schools to our laboratory,
and we have had invitations from
many local schools to carry out our
experiments.”

Identify how to
communicate in a
relevant and effective
way

Teachers don’t have much time and might
sometimes navigate between excessive
amount of information when searching for new
teaching methods and materials.

“The time that a teacher loose just
looking for the materials for class is
an enormous waste of resources.”

Investigate on the
science curricula of
the involved countries

You can find out where and how project
results are useful to teachers by mapping their
national curricula and knowing more about the
school systems flexibility to integrate new
methods and materials.

“The project should be related to the
curriculum.”

Use incentives to
engage and
encourage teachers
and schools to
participate in your
projects

The incentives can be equipment for the
school, training, social and institutional
recognition for the individual teacher,
opportunities to participate in workshops,
financial support, rewarding systems for active
teachers, showing success stories on online
portals, or international partnerships in funded
projects.

“It is rewarding for to be involved in
an innovative projects because it
reinforces my background in STEM
education and helps me keep up to
date with my knowledge and skills”

Make sure your
strategy is
participatory
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“The collaboration with teachers can
be a real win-win opportunity, where
they benefit from your
communication skills and
experience, and you learn from their
knowledge of the field.”

Reaching Teachers

b. Shape your message
Tell key messages to teachers

Whether to educate, discuss, promote or advocate, you need to have a story to tell. Within every story,
key messages are the messages you want your teachers to remember and react to. Within all your
writing, materials, presentations, workshops and content online, key messages keep you on track with
what you are trying to accomplish.

Use images to support your messages

Keep in mind how effective images are to build a story and channel your message to your audience. If
you effectively associate words with images or video you will increase you impact on their attention
and memory. This recommendation relies on the principles of visual communication. Human brains
react first on visual elements and on words second. In addition, emotions will have a greater weight in
the process to take decisions and actions than rational reasoning. This leads to the rationale for giving
a significant space to visuals when attempting to communicate a message to teachers and trying to
change their behaviour.1
Put your feet in the teachers shoes

Start by reflecting about the purpose and how teachers can use the project results. Consider their
problems, tasks, for which the results can provide a solution based on your input of knowledge or
information.

Make teachers aware your project results are validated practices and methods and easy to use

According to many teachers, it motivates to know that new tools and methods are easy to use and the
pedagogical benefits are high. This will encourage them to participate in innovative science projects or
use their results. You should identify and list the added value of certain project outcomes for teachers
in a very early phase of the project to structure your dissemination strategy.
Give support to teachers, not resources alone! Many teachers highlighted the importance of receiving
guidelines and support from partners to better understand and apply what has been disseminated.

1 Seeing is Believing, Resource Media’s new best practices guide on visual storytelling, gives you the latest research and tools to address this

communications blind spot. http://www.resource-media.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Visual-storytelling-guide.pdf
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Reaching Teachers

c. Choose adequate communication channels
When you have carefully define your dissemination strategy and your message is shaped, you should
indicate the most appropriate channels for communicating with them. These might include an ebulletin, conference, workshop, leaflet, press release, event – or broader methods such as media and
a project website.

Social media
Social media are broadly used and a dissemination strategy that does not include this powerful tools
would be out of the current trends in communication, however it is important to use them wisely and
keep certain elements in mind.
Strengths

What teachers think about…?

Keep in mind

Virtual communities
and networks can
greatly
help
you
create, share, and
exchange information
and
ideas
with
teachers.

Moodle, Edumodo2: recognised by many
teachers as ideal social media as they are
controlled, secured and closed online areas
Pearltrees3 or Diigo4: highlighted as facilitators
that help teachers connect and share resources
and save addressees and explanations
5

Learning Resource Exchange
or the
eTwinning6 platform (project galleries and
resources project kits) are seen as great sources
of materials for teachers

Teachers use social networks,
mass media in native languages
Be brief and smart when you
write in social media
Most appropriate social media
are the national platform for
teachers, school websites having
social
media
functionalities,
school online journals and
educational blogs.

Websites
Even if it seems obvious, remember that it is essential to create a project website to highlight your
findings, achievements, publications and ambitions. A website can also be used to give a very detailed
virtual summary of your project. You can also consider creating a page as part of an existing website
on STEM education to create economy of scale. Teachers can be pre-consulted about their used
communication channels. They can often mention specific local or national websites and social
networks that are very used to reach teachers audience at a national and local level. Many platforms
exist for STEM teachers to access and share scientific and pedagogical materials and to discuss
essential challenges and opportunities they encounter. It is not always a good choice to create a new
portal.
If your website has different targets (teachers, policy makers, project managers, etc.), consider
creating different sections in function of the public you are talking to. Often, project websites are quite
corporate and mainly designed to communicate to other project managers and policy makers. Many
teachers highlight the need for improvement of project websites. Teachers especially express that they
easily get lost between messages.
A basic requirement to produce a user-friendly and useful website is to test it with teachers and adapt
it in function of their needs and reactions.

2 See: http://www.edmodo.com/about for more information on edumodo.
3

See: http://www.pearltrees.com for more information on this tool acting as an extension of the internet browser to reference the favourite web
pages.
4
See: https://www.diigo.com/ for more information about this research tool and knowledge-sharing community.
5
See: http://lreforschools.eun.org for more information on Learning Resources Exchange for schools, a service that enables schools to find
educational content from many different countries and providers.
6
See: http://etwinning.net for more information.
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Reaching Teachers

A solution suggested to make your communication more attractive is to propose podcasts on your
website to provide information on your main resources in a condensed way. Podcasts enable your
target teachers to listen to what interest them when they want. It can be played on any MP3 player.
This will help you reaching a new audience amongst the population of teachers, the ones that liked
multi-tasking, listening to your message while they browse internet for example. It will also build a
closer relation through a voice.
Adding videos to your website is of course also a good solution to make sure your message is passed
on to your audience. It will help increasing the time spent by teachers on your website thanks to an
interactive experience for the user. Like the podcasts, videos enable to convey more information in a
shorter time than written texts.

Presentation and face-to-face events
Include traditional events (conferences, seminaries, workshops) throughout the territory to meet more
teachers, including conference and training workshops organised by other actors (teacher
associations, science centres or festivals). Your presence there is necessary for them to meet
concretely your results. To make this possible, remember to allocate resources for face-to-face
activities.
Strengths

What they think…

Keep in mind

Presentations and face-toface events allow quality
dissemination, target is
reached effectively, with a
certain
degree
of
interactivity
among
participants

“In Portugal, the teachers training centres
should be the best way to disseminate
projects outcomes and learning!”
“[..] practice is what leaves an imprint on
what the teacher was taught at that
course.”

Teachers
find
that
conferences, seminars and
workshops are important and
one of the best ways to gain
new knowledge and be
informed about projects.

To sum-up on the choice of communication channels, remember that when several projects and
partners are working in similar areas there is always a danger of overlapping with very identical
messages and activities. Teachers benefit better from the innovation resulting from science education
projects if online dissemination channels and face-to-face events are combined. Practically, good web
dissemination should always be coupled to direct contacts, to participation in conferences and events.
A good suggestions is also to make economy of scale creating synergies between projects when
disseminating your results. Organising one national conference on a theme between several projects
is a good way to share time and resources. Presenting and discussing a certain project’s outcomes in
a session embedded in a series of conferences, seminars or workshops for teachers within an ongoing professional development programme can be also useful for teachers. These measures can
also avoid confusing and overloading teacher with too much information.
Finally, if you are involved in the coordination of a European project, do not limit your communication
to the European level, use national and local channels. Many teachers agree on the need for fostering
national multipliers that already communicate with schools and teachers (Ministries of Education,
science communities, teachers associations, and individual teachers). Prioritise local or regional
dissemination strategies! Do not forget to propose your dissemination materials in national languages
so it can be used at a local or regional level.
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Reaching Teachers

I.3 When to reach teachers?
a. Pay attention to the dissemination timeline!
You will need to send out differentiated messages during the timeframe of the project. At the
beginning of a project it is better to focus on awareness of the project, and at the end on ‘selling’
achievements. A timeline will help you structure this process.

b. School calendar
There are periods in the school year where it can be difficult to reach school staff. Take into account
the special characteristics of teachers in terms of school commitments. For example teachers may not
be available during summer holidays or school holidays and exam periods.

c. Allocate more time to dissemination
Teachers who have helped to carry out dissemination tasks in European and national projects
expressed the need for more time to disseminate in order to make more people interested and
understand the outcomes of the project.
Usually a message should hit teachers in several ways before it has an impact. Therefore the
messages should be spread through various channels and tools. And this often requires more time
than what is usually prioritised in most dissemination strategies.

d. Create continuity and sustainability
Finally when writing your proposal consider how engaged teachers can benefit from your project after
your project has ended. Some teachers expressed that teacher networks created during a project
period have no reason to end but can be potentiated after the ending of a project. The networks you
established for the project may be used for other projects and can ensure continuity in dissemination
after a finalised project.
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Reaching Project Managers

II.

REACHING PROJECT MANAGERS

Your Survival Tools to Disseminate to Project Managers:

•

Think of your own needs as a stakeholder and you will be closer to other project
managers’ needs

•

Bear in mind that project managers and researchers in STEM education might be
interested in knowing your research studies’ findings as well as your innovative
resources, networks, materials or practices

•

Balance the types of outcomes you produce in order to tune them to expected (by
stakeholders) project outcomes

•

Tell project managers your research experience and spread good practice generating
adaptive and supportive processes

•

Frequent and disseminate through traditional events on STEM education that projects’
managers usually attend

•

Break old habits and investigate new communication channels occasionally: it leads to
new networks and information

•

Give Space to random dissemination by using your professional network informally
and be open to adapting your strategies depending on each context

•

Reach out beyond your network by making use of superconductive people that can
function as your national ambassadors or intermediaries in dissemination

•

Communicate different messages to project managers throughout the lifetime of a
project and even beyond using already existing networks, portals or new initiatives
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Reaching Project Managers

II. 1 What to communicate to project managers?
Put your feet in your own shoes
If you are a project manager or a researcher in the field of STEM education, you already know what
your interests are. However, think that under your target group, there are very different professional
profiles. Some project managers might have an academic background in a certain field, as university
professors. They might also devote part of their time to teacher training and professional development.
Other individuals within this collective might be completely focused on managing funded projects on a
daily basis, without having a particular background on STEM education. Many of them usually
combine all these facets. Think of your own needs as a stakeholder and you will be closer to
other project managers’ needs.

Share all kind of project outcomes
Project managers and researchers usually need to be updated about other finished or on-going
projects, about their methods, about their outcomes. This will serve them as an inspiration and starting
point in order to (re)shape other initiatives or projects, to enrich or improve their resources for teaching
or for teacher training, to collaborate with other professionals, etc. Therefore, bear in mind that
project managers and researchers in STEM education might be interested in knowing your
research studies’ findings as well as your innovative resources, networks, materials or
practices.

Balance the types of outcomes you produce in order to tune them to expected (by
stakeholders) project outcomes
What project managers usually communicate to other project managers (synthesised articles and
publications with key results) differs from what many project managers like to receive from projects
(training packages/materials, classroom materials, and resources on scientific content accompanied
by some support).

Tell project managers your research experience and spread good practice generating adaptive
and supportive processes
Projects should document experiences and present them in a flexible way. For instance, case studies
which allow framing the experience carried out with attention to the context and boundary conditions,
learning materials for students, scripts for teachers with a detailed description of how the materials
were designed and used, movies of educational activities.
This will help spreading good practice and generate adaptive processes so that stakeholders can
learn from past experiences. In this sense, projects’ outcomes would be expected to stimulate new
initiatives that take account of previous research and intend to generate effective learning activities,
and new ways of interacting with colleagues and researchers.
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Reaching Project Managers

II. 2 How to communicate with project managers?
We recommend…
Frequent and disseminate
through traditional events
on STEM education that
projects’ managers usually
attend

Why?

See what they think!

Conferences and workshops are considered good
opportunities to network and find out about project
results and future project developments. It is an
opportunity to keep up to date around certain
strands taking into account the huge amount of
information that flows in the digital era.

“While I tend to think that, as
a community, we should be
using more on-line resources
to
meet,
I
think
that
conferences still play a key
role
in
our
community
(science education).

Major events in science communication and
education: ESERA7, NARST8, IOSTE9, PCST10,
ECRICE11,
GIREP12,
ASTC13,
INSTEM14,
15
16
ECSITE , EUSEA
Break old habits regarding
communication channels
and investigate new ones

Text-based channels: Project managers mainly
produce articles in specialised journals and
project reports or publications. Consider
alternative strategies to writing reports. Try to
communicate your key project outcomes using
briefer documents or books collecting the
outcomes from a funded project.
Web-based channels: Project managers’ effort is
usually put on websites and portals, whereas
social media, mass media and online newsletters
are used less frequently. Bear in mind which of
these channels are used by project managers and
try these alternative ways to reach project
managers.

Give space to random
dissemination and be open
to adapting your strategies
depending on each context

Dissemination among project managers often
happens through the traditional word of mouth,
which does not necessarily take place in formal
events. Project managers are more likely to run
across outcomes from projects that are addressed
to a topic they are already engaged in through
other projects.
Dissemination of project outcomes to project
managers from different countries requires taking
into account their specific channels and
communication strategies.

Reach out beyond your
network by making use of
superconductive people
that can function as your
national ambassadors or
intermediaries in
dissemination

Ambassadors are expected to be very connected
to other stakeholders, to be really passionate
about the topic, and reach out to a wider
audience.
Invite these people to advisory teams or boards in
a reactive way, recruiting people who are
champions in their regions, who are available on
free services, who are “superconductive”, people
who have massive connections is also considered
a good dissemination strategy.

7 European Science Education Research Association
8
9

National Association for Research in Science Teaching
International Organization for Science and Technology Education

10

International Network on Public Communication of Science and Technology

11 European Conference on Research In Chemical Education
12 International Research Group on Physics Teaching
13 Association of Science – Technology Centers
14

Inquiry for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Education
European Network of Science Centres and Museums
16
European Science Events Association
15
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“Most of our time has gone in
writing reports which are read
by a very small number of
people”
“There is nothing more
immediate and usable than
having at your fingertips
documents to rely on and
good facilitators at an arm (or
computer)'s distance”.

“The teachers knew who to
contact and what channels
to use to get the message
across, however there
seems to be no 'general
blueprint': what works in
one country, may turn out
it be quite inefficient in
another.
The
local
knowledge is the key”

“These people are usually
proud of permeating to other
people and they tend to bring
massive added value to
projects”.

Reaching Project Managers

II.3 When to communicate with project managers?
The same emphasis on the accurate management of the project timeline put in the case of teachers is
valid for project managers. You will need to send out differentiated messages during the timeframe of
the project. At the beginning of a project it is better to focus on awareness of the project, methods and
expected results, whereas at the end the dissemination should be focused on discussing and
communicating achievements.
Many project managers can benefit from what have been already done in other projects and they try to
build on it. Therefore, they suggest that dissemination should continue after a project finishes and a
good way to promote further dissemination might be to use portals centralizing all project outcomes.
“Some very good tools and resources available on websites of finished projects are not
disseminated anymore as the funding has stopped. One solution is to use portals centralising
all these project results like the Scientix portal (www.scientix.eu)”
Another way to further disseminate outcomes that have been already produced might be to start a new
project or initiative focused on intensive dissemination and exploitation of results previously
developed.
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Reaching Policy Makers

III.

REACHING POLICY MAKERS

III.1 Who are the targeted policy maker?
Generally, politicians are not STEM specialists, they are often lawyers, financial experts, etc. Policy
makers rely on advisors, researchers and people who bring together ideas or look for new ideas
before taking decisions and implementing measures for projects and programmes. For this reason,
advisory boards are usually considered relevant as intermediate stakeholders to reach policy makers.
On the other hand facts and products from funded projects and projects proposal are important to
better judge directions and measures for future funding programmes. As policy makers often do not
have much time to look for this information they tend to prefer dissemination material that are brief and
concrete.
Due to policy makers’ involvement in executive policy strategies, they consequently have high interest
in having information on the project outcomes: They need to show results and progress in their policy
field.
They therefore find interest in receiving teaching and learning material, repositories of resources and
practices but also information on networking establishments as a result of project efforts. Also
recommendations and good practise are considered useful information. Therefore, this is what they
ask from their advisory boards.
The least used source of information they look for is literature reviews, theoretical contributions and
empirical research findings.

"Dissemination" should carefully take into account different (not exclusive) strategies
according to the envisaged target level. From the total top-down ones of nation or state
general constraints, to the eventually intermediate ones defined at region or community
level, to the totally bottom-up ones resting on the autonomy and willingness of single
schools. These last ones perhaps appearing as the most apt to assume a role of well rooted
(then effective and lasting) "disseminators".
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Reaching Policy Makers

III. 2 How to communicate to policy makers
a. Communication channels
As mentioned, 55% of the policy makers expressed they do not receive enough information of
European projects’ outcomes. The question is how can do projects managers become better reaching
out to policy makers?
The data gathered from the DESIRE project shows that policy makers make use of media-based, textbased and face-to-face based communication channels to receive information on projects:
•
•
•

As for text-based information, policy makers prefer brief documents like flyers or project
reports (possibly short versions).
As for media-based strategies, Internet is the main gate to get informed. Mass media, internet
forums or newsletters are commonly used source of information for policy makers.
Face-to-face dissemination, like traditional fairs, conferences, and seminars are the most used
official modalities for policy makers to get informed. This is not surprising since policy makers
due to their political function often are invited to attend events to give speeches and to
politically support certain initiatives.

b. Plan your strategy
Pay attention to the dissemination timeline!
In order to draw the attention of policy makers, you need to consider their profile. From the data we got
from questionnaires and discussion events, policy makers like to be involved from the beginning. The
first action to disseminate the project is informing them at an early stage of the project, so you need to
plan some dissemination steps right at the beginning. You could involve them with a specific role, such
as “external observer” or “advisors” or include them in some project boards. This will guarantee you a
dissemination sustainability later on.

Create continuity and sustainability

According to the active involvement you create with policy makers, your project can permeate other
project areas. After the project has finished, if the results are satisfying you could even get further
funding. Remember that policy makers need facts and figures to show and have to account for funding
initiatives and measures. The most evidence you provide them, the most chances you have to get
sustain from them!

Use and expand your policy network
91% of the questioned policy makers informed though, that their main information source when it
comes to information on project outcomes are people in their network, people with whom they already
have an established relationship, inducing partners of a project.
Another point of awareness when disseminating to policy makers is to make sure you communicate
short and effectively. About 40 % of the questioned policy makers do not have time to read or look at
disseminated information into details. On the other hand this does not mean that the received
information is not considered relevant. About 70 % -80% of the policy makers find the information
essential and appropriated on project results.
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Create ad-hoc short, usable and translated content

Remember that policy makers do not have much time since they have many meetings, conventions
etc. You should try to inform them in the clearest way providing evidence and, possibly, provide them
with information in their own language.

Invite policy makers to face-to-face events
Policy makers need visibility. Remember to invite policy makers in face-to-face events. This is a
twofold strategy since in this way you provide them with a “political arena” they are always looking for
and you have the possibility of strengthen your cooperation with them since they get to know better
than in other ways.

“The biggest obstacle is fear of change. The changes require fatigue and people tend to
defend themselves defending that daily make for a long time. This fear is also fuelled by a
lack of responsibility and thus educational policies and communities play an important
role.”

c. Best practices to reach policy makers
Some of the successful strategies mentioned by policy makers relate to the fact of being involved and
informed at an early stage of the project by the project team.
Moreover, the language is considered a barrier to about half of the interviewed policy makers when in
depth reading about project outcomes. Here the fact of being informed at the beginning of the project
is an added value for having the time to become familiar with the project.
Another advantage of involving and informing policy makers in an early stage about projects, is that
policy makers move around publicly and can be used to disseminate your project. About 70% of the
questioned policy makers mentioned that they had been involved the dissemination process of a
project. Don’t forget that results and progress in the policy field of education is an important success
criterion for politicians that you can support them with.
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d. Building a successful dissemination strategy
Some policy makers gave us useful recommendations that project managers should bear in mind, we
can call it the MICE rule that you could keep in mind when targeting policy makers.
We recommend…

Why?

See what they think!
“We live in a global connectivity,
identify effective strategies is
crucial: think about the Obama
campaign for the presidential
elections in the U.S…

M (mass media and
multi-channel
strategy): improve
the use of mass
media to reach the
general public, not
only relying on
Internet, which is of
course the first mean
of dissemination.

Policy makers look at mass media since
their need it to reach large audiences
Existing media haven’t disappeared
because of the Internet so they should be
used in a more specific way but they keep
their high potential for reaching masses

I (involvement):
stakeholder
involvement at early
stages of the projects
(policy makers at all
level, teachers, local
communities, etc.).

Policy makers are accustomed to
consensus raising processes and in these
processes the involvement of people is
crucial.

“In my opinion, resources and
best practices that emerge from
science education projects have a
poor diffusion in classroom
practice, because teachers are not
really involved in these projects as
actors »

C (clarity and crucial
information):
communication
should be clear,
mainly using brief
messages (better in
native language)
and crucial
evidence on which
policy makers should
build their plans and
measures.

Policy makers need crucial information in
order to advocate for certain measures
and projects. Due to time constraint they
often are unable to read long research
reports but still they need relevant and
sound information.

“Unfortunately, most often single
research results appear in the
alternative
formats
of
very
/specific findings/ and/or very
/general/generic/
/recommendations/: both of them
almost useless as they are from
the point of view of the impacting,
wide range and long term choices
always faced by (responsible)
policy makers”

E (evidence):
dissemination
strategies should
communicate
clearly how theory
and practice can be
bridged, for instance
between
pedagogical theory
and teachers’
practice.

Policy makers insist on the fact that
pedagogical theory and research is not
well bridged with teachers’ practice. This
may depend on several factors but it is
important to shape the message in a way
that end-users understand how research
outcomes can be used.

“Resources and best practices
that
emerge
from
science
education projects have a poor
diffusion in classroom practice.
Many reports on STEM teaching
show that even if teachers
positively
evaluate
innovative
proposals, they are reluctant to
adopt change if the proposed
innovation does not resonate with
their conceptions, beliefs and
professional experience.”

“Education is an applied field, like
engineering”, says Michael Atherton,
researcher
in
the
Department
of
Educational Psychology at the University
of Minnesota, and we should remember
that the first players for making it possible
are policy makers who draw reforms, set
out rules, finance projects and so on.
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Your survival tools to communicate to policy makers:
•

Target policy makers advisory boards

•

Communicate through brief documents, Internet and fairs, conferences, and seminars.

•

Find accesses to their main information source: People in their network.

•

Inform about teaching and learning material, repositories of resources and practices,
establishment of networks, recommendations and good practise.

•

Begin you dissemination at an early stage so policy makers have the time to become
familiar with your project.

•

Give them access to information in their native language.

•

Use policy makers to disseminate your project.
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Chapter 2.

Exploitation
« Now I'm gonna spread the news
That it feels this good getting used
Keep on using me 'til you've used me up
Use me, use me »
Grace Jones, Use Me.

Though dissemination is a crucial part of all projects, science education ones have to deal with an
additional challenge: How can your resources be effectively used by your targets? How can you
facilitate the appropriation of these resources by the users, their integration in the targets daily work?
And most of all, will the resources be used after the end of the project?

I.

WHO ARE YOUR USERS?
Even if teachers are your primary target, you should also aim to involve other stakeholders. Science
education researchers, trainers or even parents may use your material. But most of all, you should
include science communicators and science museums, as they are efficient multipliers to spread new
practices. In particular, science centres and museums are regularly organizing teacher trainings: if
they adopt your result, it will be presented to hundreds of teachers. Reaching them can be tricky, but,
they are usually eager to discover innovative approaches.
Though they can be reached through social media, the most efficient way to have your resources
adopted is to present them at physical events. The physical networks are usually more reliable than
the virtual ones to spread a practice among science communicators. Partnering with some major
science centres, which will relay towards others, is obviously an efficient strategy.
Bear in mind that science communicators have their own needs! Even if your materials are made for
teachers, there must be a way to use them out of the classroom. How could your resources be used at
science events? Find a way and you’ll have some science museum staff test it with their audience,
before spreading it among teachers. Some websites and information points, such as
http://research2practice.info, are specifically built for informal learning research, and are thus widely
used in the science communication community.
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Who exploits?

What is exploited?

Teachers

Efficient
approaches

Where are the results
exploited?

methods

and

Classrooms

To who are results
disseminated?

Students

Teacher training sessions

Families
Researchers

Communication
experts / teams

Theoretical background

Universities,
centres

Original topics

Science
events

Articles

research
Teachers

communication
Various

professionals

in trainings
Science centres and
museums staff

Experiments
Games
formats

and

other

unusual

Science centres
museums

and
Science
communicators

Parents

II.

Guidelines
for
building
common/individual project

a

Home

ADAPT TO TARGET NEEDS AND DESIRES OF USERS
Build resources that will be used and re-used.
Not only do you need to reach teachers and other stakeholders, you also have to convince them to
actually use the results, offer them the resource in an easy-to-use format, help them to adapt it, make
sure the activities will be a long-lasting success. All of this has to be carefully taken into account when
the resources are being developed.
The choice of materials used to circulate STEM resources is a delicate one. Everybody agrees that
quality is the key. However, high quality is not limited to contents and artistic value. There are always
different elements to be taken into consideration, like the user’s ability to relate to that resource. For
example a video referring to a very distant reality is less likely to make an impact on teachers and their
class if the video does not launch pad to feelings and experiences they are already familiar with. In
other words it is important to think of the applicability of the contents to the local context, or the
possibility to build a similar experience.
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One of the main challenges is to have a resource that is adaptable
to different contexts.
We recommend…

Why?

See what they think!

Choosing a broad
and transversal topic

The topic can be used by a wide variety of
actors
It can fit in different curricula.
It is often linked to social issues, which is
appealing for teachers and students.
More students will find an interest in it.

“We try to focus on transversal
topics to prove that science
disciplines can and must interact.
It’s also a way to include every
student!"

Suggesting several
ways of using the
material

Your material can be usable by teachers,
but also science communicators, parents,
other students, etc.
The user will find at least one relevant
situation to use your material.

“Many users have no time to think
about the possible uses of the
materials: we have to suggest at
least one way that suits them.”

If your material is a simple and generic
one, it can be included in usual activities.
Tools are easier to include than complete
activities.

“Methods and approaches that can
be adapted to any topic proved to
be successful.”

Your material then doesn’t need to be
comprehensive.
You focus on the originality rather than on
the precision of the instructions.
You leave room for the user’s preferences.

“Most of the experiences cannot
be exactly reproduced, but they do
inspire other attempts.”

Explaining a method
to adapt the
resource to any
situation, ideally
already tested and
evaluated
Presenting the
material as an
inspiration, fostering
users to adopt it
while adapting it
adding a local
character.

A crucial strategy is to build several mechanisms for allowing "user feedback". Another method is to
create an advisory board or panel of "consultants" for the project, including not only academics but all
kinds of people. Getting their view on intermediary reports and ideas is very useful.
Just like for dissemination, involving future users in the conception will ensure that the resource is
adequate. Various involvements are possible:
Future users being co-designers of the resource.
A group of guinea pigs trying the resource as it’s being made.
Future users being part of an advisory board, giving its opinion at different stages.

“One thing we did in an EU project I am part of was to have a stakeholder meeting in the
middle of the project. We presented our initial ideas and topics (…) BEFORE actually going
out and doing empirical work. That gave us the opportunity to get their views on several
things: that our frames are useful to them, that we didn't miss something out, to already
disseminate some ideas, to establish contacts... We will have another such meeting
towards the end of the project.”
This group of users can exchange at a European level thanks to online tools. It could then be the start
of an online community of users, which will be helpful for the sustainability of the results.
Last, keep in mind that most of the produced materials are text-based. Other formats, such as
experiments, videos, games or other unusual activities are much rarer, but often more appreciated!
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III.

SUPPORT USERS TO EMPOWER THEM
Is your resource perfectly tailored for your target? The game isn’t won yet. The users usually like and
need to sculpt, change or hack the materials that are given. If your resource looks like a complex and
one-block finished product, users will not have much freedom with it. In order to use and manipulate it,
the user wants to have a “hackable” material: something modular, that can be easily modified or used
in other ways.
Your target also needs to know how to integrate bits and excerpts of the innovative contents and
methods within well-consolidated and well-tested ones. This way, the user can test and adapt the new
materials progressively, and integrate them within the daily work. In particular, science communicators
and teacher trainers can use this approach to trigger interest towards the new approaches within their
audience.
Help your teachers: they have to be successful with their students! Your material should include some
theoretical background, some practical activities, and also an emotional dimension, involving the social
relevance, the impact of science, and its relevance to the students’ life. A content that is embedded
within a story is more appealing, more functional and easier to apply in a classroom context.

It should not only be thorough but also unique, exploiting some details that catch the
eye, that have a special and striking twist.

“These kinds of products are much more likely to be used and spread around. They are in
line with the social media attitude: they talk ‘about you’, they foster a personal
communication and an inclusive approach.”

IV.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR RESULTS SUSTAINABLE?
Will the results be used after the end of the project? As times change, your resource has to adapt.
Making it modular and flexible is the first step.
Nevertheless, to resist the test of time your resource needs to be alive! The best way to achieve this is
by building a community of users. Through networks, associations, websites or social media, at
national or European level, users can exchange on the way they use, modify, and experiment your
materials. Achieving this objective reveals that your resource is mature enough to live without the
project’s support.
Thus part of your project should be devoted to the building of this community. First of all, such a
community needs a platform as a mean of exchanges: will you use social media, a forum, a website?
An existing one or a new one? Then, how will you liven up this community? Will you create events,
add news? Will you release several versions of the materials?
To overcome the challenge of building a community, a good strategy is also to team-up with other
resource makers, and to link with other platforms. Comparing and mixing materials that come from
different sources is stimulating!
Once again, do not focus on teachers only, but be aware of the teachers’ trainers. Whether it is initial
or lifelong training, in formal or informal learning institutions, training that integrated your materials will
make it survive.
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Your Survival Tools for exploitation:

V.

•

Aim for various targets, in particular teacher trainers and science centres and museums

•

Make your resource modular, easy to split, to adapt or to include in other approaches

•

Include a social or emotional aspect to make it relevant and attractive

•

Gather a community who will exchange and build on your resource

INFORMING POLICY MAKERS
European projects on STEM are opportunities that could be captured both locally and at European
level. Projects should better take care of sustainability. To do this it would be necessary to connect
more fruitfully the national programs to European ones.
Policy makers can better use the outputs of STEM projects, if these connections are made and
presented to them. They will this way be able to rely on preformed networks and partnerships. Another
step which is very important for policy makers is to show evidence that those results are effective and
show practices on how teachers and end-users have employed them.
Remember that policy makers need to account for what they do so this “accountability” approach is
very appreciated to them. Since projects are generally not equipped to assess their effectiveness on a
large scale in terms of real transformations induced, gathering data on this issue can make the
difference. Policy makers reported, both in questionnaires and in discussion events, to concentrate on
results that showed to be usable by teachers.
Therefore, proposals for innovation are taken into account and eventually supported by policy makers
only if they resonate with the practice of teaching and if they impress with the quality and the
opportunity for professional development. Then the results can became the basis for further projects or
for designing new policies and measures.

VI.

INFORMING PROJECT MANAGERS
Some project managers emphasize the need for structuring teacher professional development in
Europe by introducing knowledge on practises and methods from European projects into teacher
development programmes across Europe. It is considered that such ideal structure is more likely to
have an impact on teaching practices. Still such an initiative requires support from funding institutions
and a strategy for developing such structure in connection with the projects. Therefore, keep in contact
with local teacher trainers, researchers and professors who have a role in professional development
and let them know how your project outcomes can contribute to their training tasks.
A good measure to promote the exploitation of results among project managers is to support them to
facilitate their use of your outcomes. As you cannot contact any other project manager, provide
different mechanisms and supporters who can have this role. For instance, try to involve most partners
of the project and colleagues and configure new virtual or face-to-face communities involving new
professionals, where you all share resources, tell and discuss your experience and recommend and
test how to make your outcomes adaptable to other situations.
Developing materials and making them accessible is just the first step. You should also remain
involved in making your outcomes are understood, tested and discussed by other project managers,
researchers and teacher trainers. This is the second and crucial step to provide these outcomes the
chance to be used in classroom.
The establishment of these groups of professionals working together not only can support each other
but should allow them to evolve in such a way that they get some input from the project and then take
that further by themselves, sharing ideas, developing ideas, with an initial push from the project, but
then on a way which is not dependant on the project.
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Chapter 3.
How can you as stakeholder
make a difference?
How can you as STEM education stakeholder make a difference?
Make a difference - be a role model
True role models are those who possess the qualities that we would like to have and those who have
affected us in a way that makes us want to be better as persons or in our professional life. We often
don't recognize our true role models until we have noticed our own personal growth and progress.
Take leadership on the issues that you believe in as a stakeholder in Science Education in Europe.
You can be a role model when you have a clear view on which goals you want to achieve and the
ideals you want to advocate. In this chapter you can find information on how you can advocate for
innovative science practices and methods in the European schools systems.

I.

THE STEM TEACHER THAT CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
As a teacher of STEM you are in pole position to encourage and intellectually stimulate more young
students in STEM studies and careers. You have a key role in helping them understand the need for
researchers and science professionals in Europe, and that there are many jobs available in the field.
Learning more about the results of research that demonstrates which methods really foster changes in
student attitudes and achievement can help achieve this goal.
There are many funded projects in science education around Europe each year, and finding your way
through all the results available can be a real challenge. Most of them have the potential to support
innovation in teaching and learning practices but their impact is sometimes low because they are not
well communicated to you.
The DESIRE project aimed to tackle this challenge, by analysing obstacles and facilitators to promote
more effective communication of science education research outcomes to you, the teachers. From
2011 to 2013, science teachers, science education project managers, science communicators and
policymakers were consulted on how new project results on STEM education can reach teachers and
other stakeholders more efficiently. On this basis, DESIRE identified best dissemination practices for
spreading out outcomes from STEM education project to you, the science teachers.

But how can you make a difference?
DESIRE identified the main challenges innovative teachers face and the way they cope with them.
Participate in European and national education STEM education projects
Innovative teachers highlight the importance to stay informed about new methods and teaching
materials.
To tackle this challenge, they recommend participating in European and national STEM education
projects17. You will benefit from the experience of project managers and science communicators at the
driving seat of these initiatives, as well as other innovative teachers, and share your knowledge of the
school context. By doing this, you will contribute to enhance the way STEM education resources are
developed and communicated to you and your colleagues. The results will be oriented towards your
needs and will take constraints and opportunities into account.

17

Subscribe to European Schoolnet newsletters to be informed of opportunities to participate in education projects – www.eun.org
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The most efficient way of receiving new information is to stay tuned through online communities,
websites and blogs but also investing time in attending training programmes, seminars, congresses,
conventions and conferences.
Browsing online sources of information is an easy way to stay updated on an ongoing basis. Some
online portals are central point to access information on a wide range of resources and to discuss in
online communities including (but not limited to): eTwinning18, Scientix19, inGenious20 and the Learning
Resource Exchange platform21. Being active in online communities organised amongst specific topic
of your interest is a great way to exchange, create and share ideas online with peers and STEM
professionals from NGOs, universities, public bodies and the private sector. Moodle22 and Edmodo23
are recognised by many teachers as ideal social media as they are controlled, secured and closed
online areas. Pearltrees24 or Diigo25 are facilitators that help teachers connect and share resources
and save links and explanations.
Face-to-face events on the other hand are opportunities to meet the initiators of new teaching and
learning practices and an occasion to network with other teachers from your country or from other
European nations. Attending training can have a long-lasting impact on your teaching and make you
more confident using new approaches in class. Among colleagues you can divide attendance of
events between you, making sure you all profit from the opportunities to get inspired. Share the
knowledge gained between you by debriefing colleagues on return.
Inspire and involve colleagues
Being an innovative teacher also means that you can encourage teacher colleagues to get interested
in new ways of teaching STEM subjects however, many teachers experience that their colleagues
often consider new teaching materials and methods supplementary work that does not fit in with their
many existing duties.
You can inspire colleagues by bringing out the advantages of participation in STEM education
projects. They are more likely to try new methods and resources if they realize it will reinforce their
background in STEM education and helps them keep their knowledge and skills up to date. You can
also show success stories and talk about your own experience with very practical activities. You could
create a small exhibition or a science day with your students to show how they have achieved new
knowledge though alternative methods and tools.
Involving your head teacher is key. For instance with his/her support you could create contests to
motivate your colleagues to do school projects in STEM subjects. This will give professional and social
recognition to the efforts invested to keep updated on STEM education research results.
•

Manage time constraints

The lack of time is a major challenge. All teachers need to spend time preparing their students for
exams. Think about the long term vision you have for your classes. Remember that most newly
developed methods and tools to teach STEM subjects often have the objective to make STEM
teaching more efficient. Often you can gain time and save efforts in teaching your curricula when
applying newly developed methods and tools, once you are familiar with using them.

See: http://etwinning.net for more information on this learning community promoting school collaboration and teacher
professional development.
19 For more information on Scientix, see http://www.scientix.eu
20 For more information on inGenious, see http://www.ingenious-science.eu
21 See: http://lreforschools.eun.org for more information on Learning Resources Exchange for schools, a service that enables schools
to find educational content from many different countries and providers.
22 See : https://moodle.org/ for more information on this virtual learning environment and social community for teachers
23 See: http://www.edmodo.com/about for more information on edumodo, the social learning platform for teachers, students, and
parents.
24 See: http://www.pearltrees.com for more information on this tool acting as an extension of the internet browser to reference the
favourite web pages.
25 See: https://www.diigo.com/ for more information about this research tool and knowledge-sharing community.
18
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II.

THE PROJECT MANAGER THAT CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
As project manager, researcher or teacher trainer in STEM education, you also have a role to play and
a responsibility in spreading the word of many projects going on. Often you are the direct contact to
teachers, the ones in charge of the educational practice. You might even be a teacher yourself or have
had a background in school teaching. Take advantage of your closeness to teachers to help and
support them towards changing or adapting their practice.
Be a responsible researcher and innovator
It is likely that nowadays you hear this expression of “responsible research and innovation” as one that
is making its way in the language of research calls, educational programmes, and policy-making. This
is a symptom of the relevance that this issue entails.
Although the rewarding systems in the academic field usually prioritize publications in peer-reviewed
journals with a certain impact factor, experience and research tell a different story: the one about the
research-practice gap. You as a professional involved in the field of STEM education need to take the
responsibility not only to disseminate your results through traditional channels (such as scientific
journals) but also to reach the final users and beneficiaries of your results. This is a challenge but, at
the same time, it is a desire. How can you as a stakeholder contribute to bridge the gap between
research and practice?
Be well connected
Whether you work as freelance or within an institution, you probably have lots of contacts working in
related areas and whom you might have collaborated at some point during your career. Keep in
contact with them but do not be restricted to them. STEM education is a relatively young knowledge
area in many contexts so new research groups are being formed, growing and extending their
networks. Map associations, centres, business, channels and individuals who might be interested in
your productions or vice-versa, and bear them in mind when planning your dissemination.
Well-established networks and associations usually manage their own events, newsletters and
initiatives such as “Special Interest Groups”. It is advisable to be connected to these networks at the
same time you keep your eyes open to proactively look for new projects outcomes and possible
interactions in related areas of interest.
Influence on your nearest circles
If you have the chance to establish or participate in local committees, groups, associations, let their
participants know what you already have got to know, share with them your expertise, knowledge and
resources. Try to incorporate and share good resources that you have got to know in your training
courses or informal communication with colleagues.
Test project outcomes by yourself and provide feedback to developers
You also might usually prepare pre-service on in-service teacher training courses. If this is the case,
test new resources and outcomes that you have produced or that you can adapt or adopt from the
ones you get to know through the Internet or in conferences or seminars that you attend. It would be a
desirable practice that we contacted the designers or producers of the resources or outcomes that we
try in order to give them feedback or recommendations based on our experience. These interactions
would make us discuss and so, our outcomes would be enriched. Would not you like to receive this
kind of feedback?
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III.

THE POLICY MAKER THAT CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
You as a policy maker have an important role in the dissemination and exploitation processes of
project results. In fact, after a project has finished, the consortium has no more constraints on this part
and the majority of the projects results remain underused or even unused at all.
This is of course a waste of time, money and a missed opportunity for end users, who could benefit
from the outputs, the findings and the networks developed by the project.
The way forward
Being a policy maker implies taking responsibility over actions and money being spent. You can have
a great part in this process, during and after the project ends.
Be sure you know enough
Study the project outcomes or have an advisor (researcher or expert) to do it for you so that if there
are interesting products or communities developed you can further support them later on. Looking for
evidence, case studies and real practices is always a good idea to understand the degree of “usability”
of the products being developed by a project.
Ask the experts and the end-users
In order to deepen your understanding, ask the project manager to provide you with more evidence in
case you cannot find it in the project documentation. You could also ask end-users on their experience
and on lessons learnt.
Use your networks and the people you know
If you think some project outcomes are worth disseminating, give help to amplify the message. Being a
policy maker, you probably meet with many people, attend many conferences and press releases, so
you have many opportunities to network similar initiatives and projects.
Fund what is valuable
Give support to the valuable project outcomes, by funding an extension of the project for better
dissemination, experimentation etc. or by financing initiatives concerning the creation of dissemination
gateways on thematic issues (for instance a portal on STEM projects that could include the results of
several similar projects, both at a national and international level).
Base your measures on effective results, give them a second life
Use the project outcomes as a basis for further educational measures, initiatives and so on, thus
including the results in a fruitful loop. When writing a note or a measure, you could reference other
projects as best practices and include them in the flow thus giving them a second life.
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IV.

THE SCIENCE MUSEUM PROFESSIONAL THAT CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
You are a science museum professional. This means you are probably overwhelmed by regular
science activities, special projects and administrative tasks. You are part of an institution which can
support you but have several rules and an identity to respect. However, you can be one of the
professionals who constantly learn about new approaches, constantly try them out, and slowly forge
the institution’s identity.
Have big ears
Though your museum has its own activities, keep listening to other practices: other institutions, other
teams and other countries attempts can be very inspiring. They will also help you to spot the latest
trends in the field. Many new attempts are being done around you, many original approaches are
being built. Many of them will not be successful: keep listening though! Multiple failures lead to
successful achievements. Through your network of colleagues, through social media or specific
events, follow constantly what is being built in science education. Is it necessary to state that these big
ears should be English language-friendly?
Also send your big ears in multiple events: conferences, teacher workshops, events in other
institutions. Dedicate a bit of your time out of walls of your museum, meet people physically, the
Internet cannot replace the quality of direct interactions.
Have big eyes
Look in your institution: what works and what does not? Take a moment to stop your daily routine and
watch your visitors: how do they behave? How would you like them to behave? Identify spots where
changes are possible or desirable. A science museum is a science education laboratory, so take time
to watch for your results: what worked one year ago may not work anymore today. Communicate your
issues and needs to other ones: someone may have heard about a solution for you! Also watch
outside: what are today’s issues in your locality? What are the people interested in? Find leads that
will help you adapting the resources you’d like to try.
Have a big nose
Can you spot the most interesting practices? The ones that will make a difference? How would you
have to adapt them to make them usable in your local context? You need a good sense of smell to
find out what is relevant for your case, and what is worth trying out. Find out how you can integrate a
little piece of innovative approach in a regular activity. Test what you hear about on a small scale,
notice what works and what doesn’t, look for improvement, and slowly seek the rules for successfully
implementing new practices in your science museum. Keep smelling: where is science education
going? Are there good examples from informal learning that could be translated to formal learning, or
vice-versa?
Have big hands
As you’re belonging to an institution, you have a roof. Use this shelter to securely try out daring
approaches that could not be attempted by a freelancer – who would put his contracts at risk – or by a
teacher – who has curricula constraints. Once again, be aware that multiple failures are usually
necessary to build new approaches. Take risks and find the right balance between innovative try-outs
and more usual but reliable practices. Also take advantage of your big hands to change the resources
you get: they’ll be much better if you add your personal touch! Make the resource more relevant to
your context, modify it until it looks it has been created specifically for your science centre or museum.
Have a big mouth
First of all, relay information! You heard about a new attempt, attended a good event, read an article
on science education materials? Tell everyone about it! Use all your mouths, the physical and the
digital ones, and position yourself as an information supplier. Though the physical interaction are the
most valuable, newsletters and social media are a great way to quickly update other science education
professionals who don’t have much time. As the information from science education projects is
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sometimes scattered, information relays are precious assets in a network. If you use a social media
account, make it clear: is it for institutional communication or is it a sort of « peer-to-peer » group? In
the first case, the author is the institution, so there is not two-way communication but a broadcast-like
one. In the second case, conversation and feedback are the qualifying elements.
Then, report on what you tried and share your experiences – including the bad ones. There is always
a temptation of presenting only successes: a good analysis of something that did not work out is as
much useful. And don’t restrain yourself to the science communicators’ community! Communicate with
project managers, researcher, teachers and teacher trainers, even policy makers: as innovative
approaches are often multidisciplinary, it is most probable that you will need help from other fields.

Conclusions
Now that you have been through this Survival Toolkit and learned about the DESIRE best practices
and recommendations, we hope you are better armed to survive the dissemination and exploitation
challenges of your science education projects.
This Survival Toolkit was divided in three main parts: dissemination, exploitation and stakeholders
actions.
In terms of dissemination to reach teachers, we recommend that:
You make sure your strategy is participatory from the design phase to make sure it is oriented
toward the teacher’s needs. You should continue involving the teachers also in the
dissemination actions. They are the best actors to engage more teachers and show that
innovating and using new STEM teaching practices is possible.
When designing and implementing your dissemination strategy, it is fundamental to know your
target. This should be done by the analysis of the working context, the science curricula of the
involved country, and by taking the constraints linked to time and resources that teachers are
facing into account.
When spreading your project results keep in mind you should tell a story and convince
teachers your project results are easy to use. Teachers like to be approached with teaching
materials covering different topics very connected to real life.
In terms of channels used, do not forget to include local or regional dissemination activities
and allocate resources to face-to-face activities which ensure a better appropriation of your
results by the teachers. Do not neglect social media that are massively used by teachers,
especially secured one like Moodle.
Be brief and smart, as teachers are busy and already fight with their programme and extracurricular activities, they do not have much time to dedicate to the search for your results.
When designing your website, create a specific section for teachers, create a simple
navigation and avoid institutional jargon. You can also involve teachers to make a user need
analysis.
Above all, the most important is to combine dissemination channels. Teachers benefit better
from the innovation resulting from science education projects if online dissemination channels
and face-to-face events are combined. Keep in mind the incentives that help teachers to find a
motivation about your new practices. You should foster professional development
opportunities, equipment for the schools, social and professional recognition.
In terms of dissemination from project managers to project managers, we recommended to:
Frequent and disseminate through the traditional events on science education that project
managers usually attend.
Break old habits and investigate new communication channels occasionally. Disseminate what
you would like to receive. Project managers expresses they like to receive training
packages/materials, classroom materials, and resources on scientific content accompanied by
some support from foreign projects.
Use your professional network. Project managers recognize that dissemination among project
managers often happens informally through word of mouth.
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Tell a story about your research experience and spread knowledge on good practice and
generate adaptive processes. This way projects’ outcomes help stimulate new initiatives that
take account of previous research and intend to generate effective learning activities, and new
ways of interacting with colleagues and researchers.
Reach out beyond your network by making use of superconductive people that can function as
your national ambassadors. Experienced project managers in STEM projects recommend
establishing networks of people across projects who could act as ambassadors or champions
in each country or in each region of a country.

Approaching the question of dissemination of science education project results without tackling the
challenge to reach policy makers would not be sustainable This is the reason why we invite you to
consider this question with a few recommendations.. To better reach out to policy makers we
recommend:
Target policy makers’ advisory boards that are formed of specialists that advise them.
Communicate through brief documents like flyers or short project reports versions. Keep on
using the Internet as the main gate to information. Face-to-face dissemination, like traditional
fairs, conferences, and seminars are the most used official modalities for policy makers to get
informed.
But most importantly use and expand your policy network. 91% of the questioned policy
makers mentioned that their main information source is people in their network.
Policy makers prefer to be informed about on teaching and learning material, repositories of
resources and practices but also information on networking establishments as a result of
project efforts. Recommendations and good practise are also considered useful information.
Some of the successful strategies mentioned by policy makers relate to the fact of being
involved and informed at an early stage having the time to become familiar with the project.
They also appreciate having access to information in their native language.
Use policy makers to disseminate your project. Don’t forget that your projects results and
progress in the policy field of education also come off to executive politicians.
The second big part of this toolkit refers to exploitation strategy.
You should start by adapting to the target needs and desires of users and build resources that
will be used and re-used. Keep in mind the applicability of the contents to the local context, or
the possibility to build a similar experience. This can be done by using a very broad and
transversal topic, suggesting several ways to use the material, flexibility of the method and
designing the resource as a source of inspiration to be adapted to the local realities.
Another key element is to support your users to empower them. The flexibility of the format of
the resource and support guidelines that accompany the material are elements that will help
the final users to use them.
To sustain results, the use of networks and communities is broadly advised. To resist the test
of time you resource needs to be alive and part of your project should be devoted to the
building of a community. Comparing and mixing materials that come from different sources is
stimulating.
Finally each stakeholder can make a difference adapting behaviours regarding the dissemination and
exploitation of results and being active in looking for innovative and up-to-date practices, methods and
resources. The third big part of the toolkit proposed some ideas and practical advices to make a
difference as STEM teacher, project manager, policy-maker and science museum professional.
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What can the DESIRE Survival Toolkit do for you?
Provide you information about the targets of your science education project and permit you to look at
your diffusion, dissemination and exploitation practices with new eyes.
Identify obstacles which prevent you from reaching a successful dissemination and exploitation of your
messages to stakeholders.
Give you survival tools to create a multiplier effect when transferring and implementing results and
eventually mainstreaming them into policies.
Provide you practical tips based on lessons learned and experiences from teachers and other science
education stakeholder to choose schools outreach models depending on the needs of a given project,
especially when implementing in a pan-EU or multi-country context
Highlight approaches which can federate existing initiatives and point to key European or national services that
can act as relays for the results of science education projects

This publication emerges from the DESIRE project, an initiative that developed a set of recommendations and
identified best practices to ease the spreading of science education projects results. The main aim is to provide
insights and guidance to better disseminate and exploit these results to teachers mainly but also to the various
stakeholders involved in formal and informal science education projects.
The project was carried out by a European consortium including European Schoolnet, INDIRE (Istituto Nazionale
di Documentazione per l’Innovazione e la Ricerca Educativa), Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Dansk
Naturvidenskabsformidling and Ecsite (The European Network of Science Centres and Museums) and funded
under the European Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme (DG Education and Culture).
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